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this  moNth’s

cover
Our cover photo this month was 
inspired by the vibrancy and wonder of 
local agricultural shows. 
The Narrabri Show was held on April 25 
and 26, while the Wee Waa Show is the 
next big event on the valley's calendar, 
taking place on May 16 and 17 at the 
Wee Waa Showground. 

Namoi 
Life

A letter from the

EDITOR

W inter is edging its way closer, but before it arrives, our May issue of the Namoi 
Life magazine reflects on the highlights of what's been a busy and exciting 
autumn for the local calendar. From style and glamour at the race track to the 

best in agriculture at the Narrabri Show, there's been plenty on offer to entertain the whole 
family this month. Nosh on the Namoi was a great hit, with an enormous crowd turning 
out to sample and celebrate the many wonderful flavours produced in the local region.

This issue also spreads beyond the valley boundaries to capture some amazing holidays in 
exotic locations around the world. Fuelled by their love of horse racing, a mother-daughter 
duo from Narrabri soaked up the extravagance of the no-expenses-spared World Cup of 
Racing in Dubai, while a couple passionate about cruising skipped our mild autumn days 
in favour of an icy wintry encounter in Antarctica.

You'll find stories of adventure, determination, creativity and wonder in this month's 
issue, so sit back, relax and enjoy.

The social calendar has been teeming with 
things to see and do of late, and our pages 
are filled with pictures and stories celebrating 
this wonderfully busy time of year across 
the region.
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This month's events

06 nosh on the namoi
The skies cleared and the temperatures warmed for another successful Nosh on the banks of The 
Crossing Theatre. The well-attended event featured food and wine produced in the region.

08 wide awake for worldly adventure
Young Argentinian journalist Alina Genesio is travelling the world and blogging about her experiences. 
She recently spent time in Narrabri and has compared our quiet country town to her home.

10 off to the raCes in dubai
Heather Osborne and her daughter Alison followed their love of horses and horse racing around the 
country to Dubai to watch the extravagant World Cup of Racing.

12 Camera at the narrabri show
A small band of volunteers brought together this magical display of all things rural at the end of April.  
From pavilions to sideshows, beef competitions to show jumping, it had something for everyone.

15 from nepal to narrabri
Nepalese man Kiran Lamichhane travelled across the world to pursue his dream of becoming a nurse 
and although he misses his native roots, he has fallen in love with all that our valley offers.

16 narrabri raCes
After a rainy lead-up, the sun shone bright and warm for races day in Narrabri. See all the fashion 
highlights in our pictorial round-up.

18 antarCtiCa adventure
Jim and Beth Brown had an early introduction to winter during a 28-day tour of South America and 
Antarctica, which took them up close and personal with the icy landscape and native wildlife.

22 sugar: good, bad or otherwise
We all know that sugar is bad for our health, but have you ever wondered why, or how much is too 
much? Here we try to answer these questions with help learn from dieticians and other experts.

24 home life: work in progress
A young family is slowly converting this century-old home into a comfortable living space that reflects 
their tastes and retains much of its historical character.

30 is it just me? volume Control
An honest account of how loud conversations can disturb those around us, whether in libraries, in the 
quiet carriages on trains, even in shops and restaurants.

31 in the kitChen
A quick and easy apple cake and almond crisps make great snacks for morning and afternoon tea.
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DON’T JUST GO...

...GO IN STYLE!
Airports - Events - Day Trips - Local Pick-ups

Full hire car accreditation   |   7 days, 24 hours 
Competitive prices, eftpos available

NARRABRI LIMO SERVICE 
Phone 0428 423 262 - Covering the North West

PROOF
Looking for the perfect gift?

OPEN 7
DAYS

Is your home missing something?

45 Hume Street
Tamworth
6762 0650

THANK YOU The Nosh committee would 
like to thank all our wonderful 
sponsors that made the 2014 
event such a great success!

Narrabri Visitor Information Centre
Dialtone

Sustainable Namoi Living
NSW Regional Arts

 
DONATIONS:

New England Medicare Local
Kalyx Australia

Viterra

Yoga with Nanette
Coogle Cottage
Weel Australia

Narrabri Jockey Club
Jess Woodin and Whisk
Simply Stuck Promotions

Campbell’s Hire
Coles Supermarket

Namoi Photo

Namoi Waste Corp
Liz’s Gift and Kitchenware

Mitre 10
Paradise Fresh

 VOLUNTEERS & VOLUNTEER 
ORGANISATIONS:

Shanna Whan
Triathlon Club

Rural Fire Service
NHS Drama Club

Jazz Junction
Danielle Perry

Narrabri Public School
Narrabri High School

Narrabri West Public School
St Francis Xavier’s Catholic Primary 

School

Friends of the Crossing Theatre
Namoi Cotton

3D Lamb
Narrabri Shire Band

Archie Sheppard and Ken Smith
Bill Chiplin

Jocelyn Jansson & Narrabri 
Education Foundation

Col & Deb Gillham
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May 1
·  friendly face helping hands 
foundation fundraiser

·  may day market day in wee waa

May 6
·  monthly narrabri shire council 
meeting

May 8
·  nsw apiarists association at the 
crossing theatre

May 9
·  narrabri arts and craft society 
annual silver service morning tea 
and mother's day exhibition

·  st joseph's mother's day fashion 
parade, wee waa bowling club

·  nsw apiarists association at the 
crossing theatre

·  walgett show

May 10
·  walgett show
·  afl: roos v eagles
·  rugby union: narrabri v inverell
·  soccer: joeys fc united v narrabri/

wee waa

May 11
·  mother's day
·  baan baa monthly markets
·  rugby league: narrabri v  
gunnedah

May 12
·  adfas: a painter looks at painting

May 13
·  chamber of commerce monthly 

meeting

May 15
·  author talk at narrabri library: 
the flying lesson by pat clarke and 
graeme compton

·  santos community visit

May 16
·  80th annual wee waa show, 
may 16-18

·  narrabri eisteddfod, may 16-24

May 17
·  walk for parkinsons, narrabri lake
·  afl: eagles v dogs
·  rugby union: tamworth v narrabri
·  soccer: narrabri/wee waa v oxley 
vale attunga

May 24
·  afl: eagles v swans
·  rugby union: narrabri v gunnedah
·  soccer: narrabri/wee waa v 
gunnedah united fc

May 18
·  narrabri lioness club garden party, 
10am at "heerlen", 651 kaputar 
road narrabri

May 25
·  rugby league: narrabri v north 

tamworth

May 31
·  gypsy willow markets
·  afl: saints v eagles
·  rugby union: walcha v narrabri
·  soccer: narrabri/wee waa v 
gunnedah hawks

June 7
·  rugby union: narrabri v moree

June 3
·  narrabri eisteddfod, june 3-5

June 1
·  rugby league: oxley diggers v 
narrabri

June 14
·  afl: nomads v eagles
·  soccer: north companions fc v 

narrabri/wee waa

June 15
·  rugby league: wee waa v narrabri

S m t w t f S
1 2 3

4 5 6 7 8 9 10
11 12 13 14 15 16 17

18 19 20 21 22 23 24

25 26 27 28 29 30 31

may  2014
e v e n t s  c a l e n d a r  -  w w w . c a l e n d a r o n l i n e . c o m . a u

May 3
·  gypsy willow markets
·  landmark killarney bike classic
·  débutante ball
·  afl: eagles v nomads
·  rugby union: narrabri v scone
·  soccer: demon knights v narrabri/
wee waa

May 4
·  rugby league: narrabri v west 
lions
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The annual event grows in popularity with visitors and exhibitors each year.  
Forty exhibitors from the local area and the region set up stalls with produce ranging from pickles 

to pizzas, delicious condiments to Dorper lamb. Celebrity visitors, chef Chris Badenoch and 
the garden guru Costa Georgiadis, entertained the audience throughout the day.

NOSH 2014
food, wine and family fun

The rain cleared and the sun shone for a successful  
12th annual Nosh on the Namoi at The Crossing Theatre  

in Narrabri on Saturday, March 29.

MeMber for barwoN KeviN HuMpHrieS  
offiCially lauNCHed bill aNd lyN GueST’S 3M  

paddoCK To plaTe dorper laMb veNTure.

THe T-Table TeaM aT THe NoSH, laura leHMaNN, KriSTiN 
Gray, GeorGie STolTeNberG aNd JeSS SwaNSbra.

THe CroSSiNG THeaTre'S CHef wayNe GreGSoN waS 
oNe of THe TeaM wHiCH Made THe NoSH a SuCCeSS, 

piCTured aT THe barbeCue aSSiSTiNG  
CHriS badeNoCH’S CooKiNG deMoNSTraTioN.
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food, wine and family fun

Chris BadenoCh was CeleBrity 
Chef at the noash on the namoi, 

piCtured with max fm’s ian Bailey.

regular exhiBitors at the nosh, 
tar 10 produCers melanie and 
harvey Collingwood-Boots.

Bernadette onus, piCtured with 
Customer mark page, took her 
Bern BaBy designs to the nosh. 

Jenni Cooke was kept Busy with 
her dusty roads Cafe stall. Jenni 

serves Customer lyn Carter.

Jan smith shows louise BirCh  
some of the finer points of  

Cake deCorating.

lindy mCmiCking (right) at her 
sun dried tomatoes stall with 

BrisBane visitor angela galantai.

nosh visitors maCkenzie russell, kyah Cornish  
and ezri Burgess thode.

"it was this Big!" the Courier Cook off Contestant 
don Cunningham with mC shanna whan.

winners of the Courier Cook off, the Blue Boars 
team tahnee layCoCk and tom Cullen, with tom 
Cullen senior, CoonamBle, and mrs anne Cullen.

Costa georgiadis presents the Best produCt 
winner’s plaque to rosie’s dressing’s  

therese ryan and rosie turnBull.



Wide aWake for 
Worldly Adventure

Argentinian journalist Alina Genesio, who aspires to travel the world and 
share her experiences through photographs and essays posted on her 

website viajeroscronicos.com, has written below about the differences she 
found between her home and Narrabri during a recent two-month visit.

E verytime I get into a house in this little but warm village, 
I feel like a child again. I take off my shoes and walk on 
the rug with my socks on, knowing that I am doing what 

society expects from me, but I cannot avoid feeling guilty about 
that. I spent all my childhood hearing my mum's scoldings telling 
me: “do not go barefoot because your socks will be dirty”, “put on 
your slippers or you will get sick”. In Argentina, specifically in San 
Francisco, Córdoba province, the city where I grew up, walking 
without shoes inside and outside the house is an exclusive action of 
naughty kids, but here, in Narrabri, it seems to be more like a moral 
obligation.

Five months ago, Narrabri was nothing else but a point written in 
pen on the Australian map I bought with the Lonely Planet guide. I 
knew that crossing the ocean and going to another continent would 
mean facing cultural changes and language problems, but I never 
imagined finding so many differences in little details of everyday life. 

On March 12, my boyfriend and I took a flight that would last 
almost 18 hours to arrive in Australia. Until that day, a coffee or 
‘mate’ with a croissant was the best choice for breakfast. Nothing too 

heavy or difficult to cook. ‘Mate’ is an infusion with leaves of yerba 
mate plant that 98 per cent of Argentinians drink. It could be sweet 
or not and most people prefer to share it. 

Two weeks later, our quick breakfast was replaced by toast 
with avocado, cereal and rice milk. In my city, in my province 
and, I could say, in the entire Argentina, it is impossible to get 
another kind of milk except cow milk at the supermarket. If you 
want quinoa, rice or almond milk you have to do it by yourself. 
As a vegetarian, tending to veganism, I enjoy every visit to the 
supermarket here because I can find a great variety of food that does 
not come from animals.

Another funny moment of the day is dinner time. Here, at 
7:30pm, it seems to be the ideal time for Thai or Chinese food, 
pasta or any other frozen food that does not take too much time 
cooking. In my city, at that time, people are going back home from 
work so, normally, they have dinner at 10:30pm and go to bed 
around 11:30pm. Actually, people there do not work more hours; 
their hours are just distributed differently throughout the day. 
Except in big cities, Argentinian people enjoy taking a nap: a break 

SydNey CAmp Cove
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of three hours 12pm and 3pm when they have lunch and sleep a 
little. In Santiago del Estero province, for example, naps usually last 
longer.

Despite different timetables, and whether taking a nap or not, the 
truth is that everywhere in the world, people who live fast do not 
have time. But it seems in Argentina we take the time, at least once 
a day, to cook. The most famous food - because it is the fastest to 
cook - is a pie of corn, spinach, cheese and ham or tuna. This can 
vary with milanesas (breaded meat that you can fry or bake) with 
mashed potatoes, salad of lettuce and tomato or French fries. 

But food and timetables are not the only differences between my 
hometown and Narrabri. Here, drivers respect traffic signals and, of 
course, the pedestrian. In my country, crossing the street without 
looking both sides at least four times would be suicide. In my 
culture, people think rules are made to be broken, literally.

I have two months left in Australia before I continue my trip 
around the rest of the world. My only goal is to continue finding 
those little details which make Narrabri a hospitable place, warm 
and familiar in front of the eyes of an Argentinian woman. 

AlinA celebrAtes her grAduAtion As A journAlist 
with fAmily in ArgentinA, where it is common to 

decorAte A poster in the grAduAte's honour.

ulises And AlinA with A sydney host tAlei.

fond memories of nArrAbri.
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W hen Narrabri horse lovers Heather and Alison Osborne 
boarded their Emirates Airbus at Sydney Airport in 
early April, bound for Dubai and the World Cup of 

Racing, they shared the plane with eight racehorses along with 300 
other passengers. 

“We were really off to the races, complete with horses on board,” 
the travellers recall. “We were excited to know there were racehorses in 
the cargo hold, but we don’t know exactly where they were going to in 
Dubai.” 

Heather and Alison were members of a racing enthusiasts’ tour 
and mother and daughter were off on a week-long trip to the famed 
middle eastern city of glitz and a racing carnival which offers $26.25 
million in prize money. 

“The Dubai World Cup is a premier event in no-expense-spared 
Dubai style. And the prize money of $26.25 million is just for the 
one day’s eight races," Heather says. The final race alone carries $10 
million in prize money. 

The travellers arrived in Dubai, United Arab Emirates, at 5am. “It 

was great weather, with blue skies and a little sprinkle of rain later in 
the day. Next day it rained - they hadn’t had rain since October the 
previous year," Heather says. The Dubai weather was just like the 
current Narrabri weather, she adds.

The pair had been through the massive and ultra modern 
Dubai Airport on a previous trip to Ascot races, but walking into 
the terminal always has an impact. “It is absolutely huge,” says 
Heather. In fact, the most often cited reason for people missing 
flight connections at Dubai is because they can’t find their departure 
lounge in time.

“We were met by a taxi and taken to our hotel, the Novatel Deira, 
right in the city centre with a shopping mall conveniently straight 
across the road. Dubai is all about shopping for millions of visitors 
and wealthy locals. Sixty-five million tourists a year go to Dubai and 
everything is aimed at the tourists. There are 65 five-star hotels," 
Heather explains.

"Only 10 per cent of the Dubai population are ‘emiratis’, that 
is, original residents, and the rest comprises people of 200 other 

Off tO the races

Alison And 
HeAtHer 
osborne in 
tHe dubAi 
desert.
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get paid and their kids get free education, because the Sheikh wants 
to keep the Dubai locals, local."

They are now apparently planning an underwater hotel. “This 
is all to attract tourists and diversify their economy because the oil 
is going to run out in a few years. Sheikh Mohammed bin Rashid 
Al Maktoum is also planning to build a city which will be named 
after him. He has signed off on it and apparently if he signs off, 
that guarantees it will be built. The whole city will have a constant 
temperature of 30 degrees, but our tour guide couldn’t explain how 
that would work. In the summer, Dubai temperatures get up to 55 
and is very humid.

“We were taken out into the desert for a barbecue and dune 
bashing in four wheel drives. It was a conventional barbecue, no 
camels on the menu, but camels to ride, of course, and a belly 
dancer."

Heather and Alison are enthusiastic about Dubai. “Dubai is an 
amazing place and one I would definitely stop over again and spend 
more time there,” says Heather. 

different nationalities. So there is a wide variety of food for all tastes, 
including McDonalds and Subway.

“They have the biggest of everything in Dubai - the biggest 
shopping mall in the world, the tallest building. It just looks wealthy 
- there is money everywhere. The buildings are all ultra modern and 
unusual shapes.

“The whole country is run by Sheikh Mohammed Bin Rashid 
al Maktoum. He is very serious about his racing and owns Darley 
Stud in the Hunter Valley and has another string of horses called the 
Godolfin and they race in Dubai and England.”

Dubai’s 7.5 million square metre Meydan Racecourse includes 
Meydan Marina, The Meydan, the world’s first five star trackside 
hotel with 285 rooms, two race tracks and the grandstand, which 
comprises a hotel, restaurants, a racing museum and 72 corporate 
suites. It has a 2,400-metre left-handed turf race track and a left-
handed 1,750 metre Tapeta synthetic dirt course.

“There were heaps of other tourists in Dubai just for the races. We 
went out on Tuesday to see the horses doing trackwork ahead of the 
Saturday races, the trainers and jockeys and all the trophies were on 
display. Saturday is the only one day of racing, not like Royal Ascot 
in England where there is a five day program," Heather says.

“On race day we all got dressed up, complete with hats, and 
headed out to Meydan racecourse. There were perhaps 60,000 people 
at the races which started at 4.30 and went until 10 at night under 
lights. The course is beautiful, you wouldn’t know you were in the 
desert.

“There were no Australian jockeys there, but a couple of Australian 
bred horses, with foreign owners. Horses come from all over the 
world by invitation. If you are invited, all your expenses to take your 
horse to Dubai are paid. 

"There is no gambling allowed on the track, so there are no 
bookies. You are handed a form and you can pick the first in about 
six races, or first, second and third, and win a prize but there is no 
gambling on the horses. You can drink, they do have alcohol there. 
We had a fantastic seat near the finish line and could see the parade 
ring and the horses being taken onto the track. We didn’t have to 
move.

“After the fourth race a huge fireworks display is held - absolutely 
enormous - and then had locals performing dances. After the last race 
there was another fireworks display. 

"The Sheikh’s horse won the premier event, the World Cup Race. 
The last race at about 10 o'clock was followed by a concert. A famous 
entertainer is flown in every year. This year it was Jennifer Lopez. The 
concert went for about two hours - it must have cost a fortune to fly 
her in for just one concert complete with her stage, band, lighting 
and dancers.

“The Dubai city atmosphere feels safe. We were told it is very safe, 
but we didn’t wander out by ourselves at night, we had a program 
organised. You can get alcohol in clubs, pubs and night clubs, but 
you can’t drink in your own home unless you have a licence. Alcohol 
is expensive. A glass of white wine is about $10. If you have a licence 
to drink at home you aren’t allowed to serve it to visitors. Only the 
person who lives there can drink it. Our tour guide told us if we flout 
the laws we will be thrown straight into jail.

“The emiratis don’t pay tax. And if they marry another emirati they 

The mile long 
grandsTand 
complex aT dubai 
raceTrack.

a barbecue in  
The deserT.
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Camera at the 
Narrabri Show

The 2014 Narrabri Show was staged in perfect weather over two days,  
April 25 and 26. The Show committee under the presidency of Allan Goode 
was the product of hard work and dedication by a small band of volunteers 

determined to see the tradition of the Narrabri Show continue.

The NArrAbri hiGh School Show TeAm wiTh Their exhibiTS, ricky Ford, AliSSA mArShAll, eriN cArThew, 
courTNey boyd, JoSiAh bArNeS, JeSS ScAySbrook, AShleiGh duNN ANd hANNAh morriS.

GAviN SmArT AccepTed The diSTricT wheAT 
compeTiTioN prize oN behAlF oF woNGA plAiN From 

NArrAbri Show preSideNT AllAN Goode.
clAudie williAmS wiTh ‘SAShA’ ANd GeorGiA kirkby, 

riGhT, wiNNer oF The moST uNuSuAl peT compeTiTioN.
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The 2013 Narrabri Showgirl, aNThea gueST,  
2014 royal SydNey Showgirl KeNNedy Tourle aNd 

2014 Narrabri Showgirl Sarah JoNeS.

MargueriTe STaNyer, deluNgra, lyNda Coffey, 
TaMworTh, leSley MCdowell, baaN baa, eMily 

SeaMarK, NewCaSTle aNd aliCe Shirley, CroNulla.

eNJoyiNg The Narrabri Show, ChriS rex, eMily rex, 
Keeley MarShall aNd Sue MarShall.

VeTeraN TraCTorS Chugged aloNg iN The graNd 
parade aT The Narrabri Show. aboVe, doug woodS.

MiTChell SwaiN aT The wheel of hiS ClaSSiC TraCTor.

Jeff SwaiN broughT hiS TraCTor iNTo The graNd parade.

ThereSa parKer aNd her graNddaughTer iSabella 
MaCbeTh iN The peT paVilioN.
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Kiran prepares a meal in his 
saunders street flat.
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K iran Lamichhane has travelled across the world, from 
Kathmandu to Narrabri, to follow his ambition to become 
a professional health care worker. “I am the only Nepalese 

here in Narrabri," he says. Kieran, 30, is from the famed city of 
Kathmandu, in far western Nepal. He left in June 2008 and arrived 
in Australia in July 2008. 

He was determined to be a male nurse, “but males don’t study 
nursing in Nepal," he states, adding "although nowadays there is 
more opportunity to train as a male nurse. One of my brother's 
friends had moved to Sydney and he urged my brother to send me. 
When I came here he helped finance me for the trip.”

Kiran arrived in Narrabri on November 24, 2012, after 
graduating from his course at Griffith University. He had 
learned English at high school. “When I finished high school in 
Kathmandu everyone was going somewhere. I thought which 
country is closest, and safest? So I picked Brisbane and Australia. 
I did my research. The summer climate is like Nepal," he says. He 
completed his Certificate III in Aged Care in Queensland and a 
diploma at Queensland TAFE, as well as a Bachelor of Nursing.

Kiran is happy with his move from Kathmandu to Narrabri. “I 
wanted to live in country NSW and I have been here for a year 
and a half now. I love it here. Narrabri is a beautiful place." He is 
working full time at Whiddon Group Jessie Hunt.

Kiran visited Nepal in February, accompanying his mother 
Hari Kala, who had been out to see her son in his new town. Even 

though it was the hottest summer in Narrabri’s history, she loved 
it. “She thought the warm weather was great. It was very cold in 
Kathmandu when she was there," Kiran says.

Kathmandu, with a population of almost one million, is the 
biggest city in Nepal and stands at 1400 metres, or 4600 feet, above 
sea level. Kiran's parents and two elder brothers live in Nepal. "My 
brothers are not likely to come to Australia except for a visit. They 
are both medical doctors, one a specialist urologist, a professor at 
the university, the other a medical equipment salesman, and they 
have busy careers. But my mother loves Narrabri, the warm climate 
and the friendly people are fantastic. And that’s what I like about 
Narrabri - the people.”

Kiran is an enthusiastic advocate of his home country. “It is 
cheap to visit, and it's popular with visitors. A five star hotel room, 
for example, can cost $100. Many Australians go to Nepal as hikers 
and tourists. I definitely urge people to visit.”

Kiran hopes to take out Australian citizenship next month. “I 
have no plans to leave Narrabri,” he adds. Ultimately, he plans to 
do a Masters degree in Nursing. “But at the moment I am just 
enjoying what I am doing. I like the north west plains, but I miss 
the mountains of Nepal,” he adds. 

The closest he has been to the Nepalese high country, where he 
grew up, was a rock climbing expedition to Port Macquarie, Kiran 
said. But, “that’s not quite like the high mountains of Nepal,” he 
laughs. 

K i ran fol lows h i s  career  
f rom nepal  to  narrabr i

Kiran with a KuKri, an ornamental version of the 
standard personal weapon of the famed nepalese 
gurKha soldiers.

Kiran's mother, hari Kala, visited narrabri during 
the hottest spell in the town's history and loved 
the warm weather.



Glitz and glamour
at the Narrabr i  races,  saturday apr i l  5

Chloe hardman, Taylah Cook, Gwendil STanford, lane SmyTh, ellen anderSon, Jed SmiTh and kiralee BrookS.

eriCa feeney wiTh STephanie, karina and  
Chloe munTinG and Julie meppem.

Sophia manChee wiTh GeorGie  
and daly GueST.

Shane and kaThy ChriSTie (BaCk), 
iSla fieldinG, alySSa ChriSTie  

and Jade walker.
liBBy paTTiSon, maddi SmiTh and 

emma paTTiSon. Bill wood, ThomaS lynCh, Jeremy GeTT, STeve TomlinSon and wendy mCkenzie.

Brad dunCan, david 
mCCallum, BreTT 
diCkinSon and Shane 
luCaS.



Glitz and glamour
at the Narrabr i  races,  saturday apr i l  5

Chloe hardman, Taylah Cook, Gwendil STanford, lane SmyTh, ellen anderSon, Jed SmiTh and kiralee BrookS.

CourTney noBle, JeSS melBourne, emily mCfarland,  
aliCe armyTaGe and ellie GeTT.

CaiTlyn dewar and rard ThomaS.

linda Croker and  
Suzanne TooGood.

emma SainSBury and laura Conan.Bill wood, ThomaS lynCh, Jeremy GeTT, STeve TomlinSon and wendy mCkenzie.

Shane murphy, daniel 
huGheS, rhyS hayne 
and zaaC BrayShaw.
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J im and Beth Brown commenced a 28-day awe-inspiring 
Icons of South America and Ultimate Antarctic Adventure 
with Scenic Tours on February 9, 2014. After visiting Peru’s

 Sacred Valley, Machu Pichu, and Cuzco, Jim and Beth flew to 
Ushuaia, the most southern town in the world, where they boarded 
a ship designed for Antarctic sailing, “Le Boreal”.

“Le Boreal” is a small luxury ship featuring comfortable balcony 
cabins. A welcome reception was held on the first night and the 
ship was delayed for eight hours because of a storm in the Drake 
Passage. “It was relatively calm through the Beagle Channel, then 
we were in open sea and conditions became very rough. The ship 
encountered eight metre waves so we were tossed around rather 
much, however next day the storm had abated and the waves were 
only about five metres high. The morning of the third day saw us in 
Antarctic waters, where the real adventure began,” Beth recalled.

On board the ship were 200 passengers divided into groups of 
50 and loaded into zodiacs - inflatable boats - to travel onshore. 
Two onshore expeditions were planned for most days, allowing 
passengers to step onto many islands and view the penguins, seals 
and sea birds.

“It was truly amazing to be able to be so close to the wildlife, our 
instructions were to keep at least five metres away from the wildlife, 
however, the wildlife ignored the rule and often came very close to 
us. Because the Antarctic is a pristine wilderness, the rules meant 
that we disinfected our special snow boots before we boarded a 
zodiac, and when we returned we were required to scrub our boots 
and disinfect them again to prevent the spread of disease amongst 
penguin or seal colonies," Beth said.

The Antarctic treaty sets out how and when ships visit, she 
added. “The rule is that only one ship can be in an area at any 

Jim Brown on top of 
a mountain he had 
Just climBed.
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one time, making the experience very special for each group of 
passengers," Beth explained.

The ship had a team of naturalists on board, featuring a 
geologist, several wildlife experts and a lady who had spent time on 
one of the research stations, so there were many lectures about the 
geology, weather and wildlife. 

Jim and Beth were incredibly lucky with the weather, with 
sunshine on some days, cloud on others, occasional rain and even 
snow. “It was beautiful being able to stand and watch the huge 
snowflakes drift down, it rained after that and we were glad of our 
weatherproof gear,” Beth said. 

“On one day we had a rough trip back to the ship in our 
zodiacs, and I think our zodiac pilot rather enjoyed seeing us all 
get splashed! On several days we saw whales, and were lucky to see 
orcas as well as the minke and humpback whales,” Beth said.

Jim and Beth’s last day in Antarctic waters was scheduled for 
the Weddell Sea, but a storm in the area forced the captain to sail 
further south, creating a record for the ship by being further south 
than ever before. The ship was actually in the Antarctic Circle, 
where it found a calm fiord and the passengers went off in zodiacs 
to explore the aqua water and icebergs. As a treat, each passenger 
received a glass of champagne in the zodiacs to celebrate the 
southern journey.

The journey back over the Drake Passage was rough, but most 
passengers survived without too much sickness.  “We enjoyed our 
farewell dinner and were sad to leave the ship on Sunday, February 
22 after an absolutely amazing voyage,” Beth said.

The couple had many more amazing adventures before heading 
home to Narrabri, visiting Argentina and Brazil, but that is another 
story. 

Pristine antarctica.

the shiP “Le BoreaL”.
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“On one day we had a rough 
trip back to the ship in our 
zodiacs, and I think our 
zodiac pilot rather enjoyed 
seeing us all get splashed!"

The zodiacs geTTing 
close To The seals.

adelie penguins.

damoy huT, Wiencke 
island, anTarcTica.
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T he impact of sugar on our health has been a hot topic for 
decades, with many dieticians agreeing that too much can 
result in obesity and severe health problems. But have you 

ever wondered just how much sugar is too much, or whether the 
sugar found naturally in honey and fruit is as harmful as its added 
friend in cakes and biscuits? It can be difficult sorting through 
the various opinions and data, which is why we’ve delved into the 
research to find out how sugar affects the body and whether it does 
come in any ‘healthy’ forms. 

Sugar is found in natural plant based foods such as fruits, grains 
and vegetables, as well as in animal products like milk, and in 
processed foods. As a carbohydrate it turns into glucose, the form 
of sugar that’s used in our bodies and is found naturally in fruit, 
when digested. While glucose is essential for metabolic function, 
too much leads to problems. Experts argue that excessive sugar, 
especially refined sugar that’s released quickly into the blood 
stream, causes body tissues to retain fat and increases our chances of 
developing diabetes, high blood pressure and heart disease. Refined 
sugar elevates blood glucose levels and strains the body’s organs. 
Some experts also say that it could make you more at risk of cancer, 
and we all know that it spells dental problems. 

It doesn’t matter whether it’s raw, brown or white, as all refined 
sugars are still refined.

Nutritionist Catherine Saxelby says a little sugar isn’t necessarily 
bad for you, but she stresses that it must be consumed in 
moderation. Although it provides kilojoules, it offers no vitamins, 
minerals or fibre, earning it the reputation of being an “empty 
calorie”. How much you can eat depends on how active you are, 
with Saxelby and the World Health Organisation’s guidelines 
claiming that about 10 per cent of your kilojoules can come from 
sugar. This is a pretty small figure and means that most people 
need to halve the amount of sugar they eat each day. It’s especially 
difficult to keep on top of how much you’ve eaten if you’ve grazed 
on packaged foods all day. Saxelby says 75 per cent of the sugar we 
consume is found in refined and packaged foods and drinks like ice 
cream, sauces, soft drinks and fruit juices.

The Australian Dietary Guidelines also recommends limiting our 
intake of added sugars, but author Sarah Wilson has gone a step 
further and recommended in her book I Quit Sugar that people 
cut all forms of natural and refined sugars from their diet for the 
first six weeks of her eight-week program, and then gradually 
reintroduce low-fructose fruits to see how their bodies react. 
Wilson believes our bodies can digest two small servings of fruit a 

day, but that any more sugar or fructose than this is too much.
Wilson quit sugar in 2011 as an experiment to see how her body 

would react. She suffers from an autoimmune disease known as 
Hashimotos, which is inflamed by sugar, and had been warned to 
cut sugar for years by nutritionists. Her health, skin and energy 
improved so significantly that she made it a permanent change, and 
has signed up more than 260,000 people to her program.

Sydney nutritionist Cassie Platt wasn’t convinced by Wilson’s 
book, and when she tried the no-sugar diet, her body slowly 
deteriorated. She wrote her own book Don’t Quite Sugar to counter 
Wilson’s claims, and in it advocates natural sugars found in fruit, 
honey and sweet root vegetables.

Soft drinks and fruit juices are a major source of refined sugar, as 
are chocolates, breakfast cereals, lollies and ice creams. Even freshly-
squeezed, natural fruit juice contains far too much sugar and not 
enough fibre to slow down the rate at which it's absorbed into the 
blood stream. Wilson says one glass of contains a whopping eight 
to 10 teaspoons of sugar. One suggestion for those who love fresh 
fruit juice is to have just a small glass comprising only as much 
fruit as you could eat in one setting. The Dieticians Association of 
Australia warns that although diet soft drinks may comprise less 
sugar, they can still be quite acidic.

If you want to cut sugar from your diet altogether but still 
want to eat fruit, Wilson recommends kiwi fruit, blueberries and 
raspberries, grapefruit and honeydew melon, because they’re all low 
in fructose. She suggests avoiding grapes, apples, pears, mangoes, 
cherries and bananas, which sit at high end of the fructose ladder.

There’s also a range of natural alternatives to sweeten home-made 
cakes and hot beverages without over-indulging on refined white 
and brown sugar. From honey, including raw honey, 100 per cent 
maple syrup, molasses and agave syrup to coconut sugar, rapadura, 
stevia and dates. Vanilla, cinnamon nutmeg and cardamom can also 
trick the taste buds.

There’s even a healthier option for chocolate, which contains no 
where near the amount of sugar found in your average chocolate 
bar. While store-bought dark chocolate containing 85 per cent 
cocoa contains less sugar than milk chocolate, home-made cacao 
chocolate is even healthier. Cacao is the natural ingredient found 
in cocoa before the cocoa is refined, and contains its own range of 
health benefits.

So when your 3pm sugar craving becomes too much to bear, 
opt for something naturally sweet instead of something artificially 
flavoured, and remember that moderation is key to good health. 

Good,  bad  
or otherwise

By Jessica LoughLin
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“I love that I’ve made it 
home. It’s a home for my 
children, a place we can 
feel comfortable in"

A pre-loved chAir mAkes for A cosy little 
spAce to stAck books And flowers.
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A t the end of a worn gravel lane just outside Wee Waa stands 
an old, weatherboard farmhouse that’s undergoing a slow 
revival. Owners Ben and Heidi Fragar are carving a cosy 

nest in which to raise their growing family, including four-year-old 
Hazel, two-year-old Iris, and baby number three, who is on the way. 
While they love some of the home’s traditional trimmings, they’re 
eager to add their own touch as well as a modern edge.

Ben, who runs his own metal fabrication and contract harvesting 
business, bought the house in 2005 before the couple were married. 
They started making major structural changes straight away and 
moved in the following year. The renovations are still only half 
complete after seven years, but most of the remaining projects are 
cosmetic. Heidi recalls shedding a few tears at the start, admitting 
that the work involved in rejuvenating an old home felt a little 
confronting. “When I moved in I could see the sky through the roof 
and the ground through holes in the floor,” she recalls.

Ben’s first mission was to double the kitchen size, add a walk-in 
pantry and move the bathroom to another part of the house. The 
kitchen and bathroom were add-ons and shared a small space where 
a veranda had been enclosed. Half the house retains the original wide 
cypress floorboards, but the rest were badly damaged and replaced. 
The couple kept the original lining boards on the interior walls, one 
of Heidi’s favourite features. “That’s definitely what I love about this 
house,” she says.

Outside, the couple removed sheets of tin that had been laid over 
the top of the original weatherboards and were delighted with the 
look of the panels underneath. They raised the ground level around 
the home to create a levee bank and to hide the stilts and besser 
blocks beneath the house. They also laid turf and planted a range 
of shady and colourful trees, including desert ash, London plane, 
Chinese elm and Chinese tallow wood species.

Heidi, a school teacher and now a stay-at-home mum, says she 
has to remind herself to be patient. “It takes a lifetime to do. … 
Sometimes I want it all to be finished at once, but it’s too expensive 
to do it that way. And my taste has changed and evolved, and 
probably matured a bit. Some of the things I wanted to do when 
I first moved in are ridiculous now. You’ve got to be patient and 
sometimes I’m not, but there’s more to life than just wanting a great 
house. I like that I’ve made it home. It’s a home for my children, 
a place we can feel comfortable in. … It’s been enjoyable and it’s 
something Ben and I have worked on together.”

And despite moments when the work feels daunting, Heidi adores 
living in, and the challenge of revitalising, an old home. She’s trying 
to retain as much of its heritage as possible. “I love it. I wouldn’t 
trade it for a new house at all. It’s really cold in the winter and really 
hot in the summer because it’s not very well insulated, but I still love
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This colourful and mismaTched 
dining suiTe adds a fun bursT 
of colour To The oTherwise 
neuTral dining room.

a whiTe door wiTh 
colourful glass panels and 
sofT lavender walls greeT 
visiTors To The home.
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it because I love old houses, their character is beautiful. You can still 
make it your own.”

“It creaks and it cracks and it’s noisy,” Heidi adds, “but we’ve made 
it into our little home … and I couldn’t leave it now because of all 
the love we’ve put into it. My children have only known this home.”

Heidi has been collecting second-hand furniture since her 
university days and while she’s kept some pieces in their original 
condition, she’s restored others. “I don’t like things matching. They 
have to match the same kind of era, but I don’t like sets of anything, 
I like to be eclectic,” she explains. The result is an effortless blend 
of assorted styles and eras that is not only delectable eye-candy for 
lovers of antique and vintage furniture, but is also true to the home’s 
character. The pre-loved treasures indulge the sense of history and 
wonder that abounds inside and out.

Buying second-hand also means the house has been furnished 
inexpensively. “Every now and then I’ll invest in a really good piece 
of furniture, but it’s rare. Something big and grand and beautiful. I’m 
always checking out the second hand stores to find stuff that’s old 
and that’s got good bones. Then you can refurbish it or leave it how it 
is. Not much of it is new,” Heidi says of her collection.

When the home is finished, it will have a new, wrap-around 
veranda, a new roof, timber sash windows matching the home’s 
period style, and pressed tin kitchen splashbacks. Part of the veranda 
has already been built and Heidi looks forward to the girls being 
able to ride a full circuit of the house on their tricycles and, most 
importantly, finally finishing the garden hedge that will outline the 
family home.  By Jessica LoughLin

“I don’t like things matching. 
I like to be eclectic!"

Heidi Fragar witH 
daugHter iris.

Heidi is not aFraid 
to experiment 
witH colour.
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The masTer bedroom is simply and 
sweeTly adorned in pale colours, 

wiTh recycled chairs ThaT funcTion 
as humble bedside Tables.

pressed Tin splashbacks will 
compleTe The eleganT olive and 

charcoal kiTchen.
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Specialising in Mother of Bride, 
formal wear (largest selection in the 

area), quality ladies’ clothing, 
racewear and accessories

CAR POOLING PROMOTION Get some friends together, 
come for a drive to beautiful Bingara for the day, if you 
& your friends spend over $500 in the shop we will give 
you a $50 petrol voucher or $50 lunch voucher at any of 
Bingara’s wonderful pubs. See you soon!!

THE DRESS SHOP IN BINGARA

23 MAITLAND STREET, BINGARA - PHONE 6724 1745
Monday to Friday, 10am-5pm and Saturday, 9.30am-12.30pm

Will open after hours by appointment

Shenanigans 
on Gwydir

AUTHORISED MARRIAGE CELEBRANT
ALL TRADITIONS AND STYLES ACCOMMODATED 

TO DISCUSS YOUR SPECIAL DAY, 
PHONE DANIELLE PERRY ON 0457 679 654

CELEBRATE 
YOUR WAY

Fully licensed A-la-carte Restaurant

Cocktail Lounge

Special children’s menu available

We cater for all functions

Bookings essential

Nandewar Motor Inn

Newell Highway, Narrabri - Phone 6792 1155 

Antiques
AND COLLECTABLES

Call in and browse our Antique warehouse

Time Walk Treasures and Consignments
License number 2P507562 | 5-7 Crown Street, Tamworth | Phone 6762 0688

New items arriving daily

Deceased estates buying and 
selling direct to the public

Wanted
Caravans, building materials, windows, 
doors, timber, bricks, furniture

Your second hand dealer 
with a difference

The 
Tattersalls 

Hotel

T
The 

Tattersalls
Hotel

Nar rab r i

T
The 

Tattersalls
Hotel

Nar rab r i

T
The 

Tattersalls
Hotel

Nar rab r i

T The Tattersalls Hotel
84 Maitland Street, Narrabri        6792 2007 

Make yourself 
at home

Delicious bistro meals

Large variety of beers 
on tap

Available for parties 
and functions 

TAB and drive-through 
bottle shop

Locally
Shopping

Thank you for



i s  i t  j u s t  m e ?

A few days ago I was a passenger in one of the quiet carriages 
on a train homeward bound from the Big City. This 
type of carriage was trialled in 2012 at the request of 

commuters who were growing weary of loud phone monologues, 
noisy conversations and boisterous behaviour. The experiment was 
so successful that there are now several such carriages on the train I 
catch and each has a sign on the external doors to indicate that it is 
indeed a Quiet One.

On this occasion, in a carriage packed with sensible people quietly 
reading, sleeping or working on laptops, one woman decided to 
talk in a very loud voice that carried the length of the carriage. 
Her captive audience sat opposite, a meek looking Chinese couple 
who were treated to a non-stop tourist guide of the delights of the 
Hawkesbury and Central Coast. Fortunately she got off at Gosford 
and the Chinese couple then stared dazedly out the window. No 
amount of shushing or glaring glances would quieten this person 
and, more’s the pity, not being quiet in the Quiet Carriage doesn’t 
carry any penalties or consequences. If only she’d used her ‘quiet’ 
voice, it wouldn’t have bothered so many people. 

Why is it that some people are so inappropriate and don’t know 
when, or perhaps how, to turn down the vocal volume? Even walking 
along a street, some conversations are conducted loudly, with lots 
of arm waving to emphasise points. Maybe these people come from 
large families where one has to shout to be heard above the general 
racket. Or maybe they don’t hear themselves. I was once on a bus in 
Canberra with a friend who has a hearing problem but she refuses 
to wear a hearing aid so she doesn’t realise how loud her voice is. It 
became quite embarrassing when she launched into a loud rant about 
the oddities of Canberra people.

Most people do know when to keep voices down. It used to be 
forbidden to make any noise in a library for example, but now there 
is so much going on in these facilities that a quiet chat is permitted. 

Still, voices are kept low, even to a whisper. Some places naturally 
lend themselves to quiet talking or whispering. Large and imposing 
foyers of hotels or office buildings create an atmosphere of hushed 
tones. Not a lot of shouting happens in an enclosed space such as a 
lift for example, where a whisper is all that is needed.

It can be tricky if, for instance, you are sitting waiting for 
some appointment and a friend arrives, one of your more voluble 
friends who always enjoys a chat. She sits next to you and begins a 
conversation in a room that is pin-drop quiet. It’s no use speaking 
through the side of your mouth as an indicator that you want to tone 
down the volume because she is so bright and bubbly that it doesn’t 
occur to her that the others in the waiting room don’t want to hear 
the latest update on her family dramas. 

A rather remarkable conversation I was party to, happened in the 
doorway of a dress shop, between a woman going through a rack of 
clothes and another standing almost on the footpath outside. The 
topic was fascinating. It was all about one of the women’s nieces who 
was due to give birth and all the blokes who thought they could be 
the father of the child were lining up to have DNA tests. She didn’t 
say whether it was voluntary or a court order but I left just as she was 
saying which of the lads she hoped was the dad. 

I’ve been in cafes and restaurants where people at another table 
talk so loudly that it impacts any conversation or enjoyment for 
others around the room. A group of men with their deep voices can 
be very rowdy and disruptive even before the third bottle of wine, 
and women’s high pitched outbursts and shrieks of laughter are very 
annoying. Of course I’ve never been guilty of such behaviour!

Teachers tend to have loud voices and it is a useful asset to have for 
classroom control. Being able to project a voice without shouting is 
a skill to be admired. I suspect the woman on the train was a teacher, 
she had such a strong voice, but she’d chosen the wrong students. I 
don’t think the polite Chinese couple spoke much English. 
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i n  t h e  k i t c h e n

QUICK ‘N’ EASY APPLE CAKE
IngredIents 
2 Granny Smith apples
1 cup SR flour
½ cup caster sugar

1 egg
¾ cup milk
60 gms melted butter

1.  Slice apples, cook until soft and strain well.
2.  Sift flour, add sugar and remaining ingredients. Pour into pre-

pared 20cm round spring form pan.
3.  Arrange apples on top. No need for extra sugar.
4.  Bake in mod oven til apples are browned, 35-40 mins. Can be 

served warm as dessert with cream, ice cream or custard.

Almond Crisps
these dainty biscuits are delicious with poached fruits.

IngredIents 
1 egg
1 cup caster sugar
½ teaspoon vanilla

1½ cups ground almonds
½ teaspoon baking 
powder

1.  Preheat oven to 180°C and line a tray with baking paper.
2.  Beat egg and sugar well. Add vanilla, ground almonds and bak-

ing powder. 
3.  Roll into log and freeze.
4.  Slice thinly and bake for 15 minutes. Cool before serving.



Now you can smile a lifetime of smiles 
Open Monday to Friday 8am-7pm and Saturday 8am-2pm | Phone 6792 4990 | 114 Maitland Street, Narrabri | www.narrabridentist.com.au

EMERGENCIES SEEN ON THE DAY

DR ANDREW W. CHAN (BOH(DSc), GDipDent)
DR SUJAN SIVAPALAN BDSc
ANDERS CLAESSON BOralH 

Services we provide:

∙  Family and General 
Dentistry

∙ White Fillings
∙ Children’s Dentistry
∙  Removable Dentures
∙  Crowns and Bridges
∙  Dental Emergencies

∙  Periodontal Therapy
∙  Root Canal Therapy
∙ Cosmetic Dentistry
∙ Tooth Whitening
∙ Porcelain Veneers
∙  Smile Reconstructions
∙ Mouth guards

New $1000 Child Dental rebates:
Your kids will thank you one day for 
their healthy smiles

EM
ERGENCIES 

SEEN ON THE DAY

NEW CHILD DENTAL BENEFITS 
SCHEDULE AVAILABLE TO ELIGIBLE 
CHILDREN
• Around 3.4 million Australian children
• Children aged 2 - 17
•  Up to $1000 available over two years for 

basic dental work
•  Approved services can be BULK BILLED at 

the clinic
•  Children should see their dental twice a year 

to ensure a healthy smile for life
Check your children’s eligibility by calling 
Medicare on 132 011 or by visiting my.gov.au

VIEW OUR HUGE RANGE ONLINE AT WWW.KELLYSCARSALES.COM.AU
Visit: 36-38 Dangar Street | Phone: 6792 4375 | Email: sales@kellyscarsales.com.au | Dealer No. 15888

KELLY’S CAR SALES
KAYAKS | USED CARS | TRAILERS | BOATS | WATER SPORTS | FISHING | ICE BOXES

SN 3552 
Diesel, tray back air con, power 
steering, bull bar, tow bar.

$16,990
8/08 TOYOTA HILUX SR 

DUAL CAB 4X4

SN 3550 
3.0L diesel, bull bartow bar, ready for 
work.

$16,990
6/07 TOYOTA HILUX SR 4X4 

CREW CAB

SN 3548 
Diesel, auto, air, power steering, bull 
bar, tow bar. Very tidy.

$19,990
12/09 MITSUBISHI TRITON 

GLR 4X4 CREW CAB

SN 3531 
2.4L petrol, air con, power steer, side 
steps, tow bar, 91,551km. Ready to go!

$9,990
9/09 GREAT WALL DUAL 

CAB 4X4



THE NARRABRI 
GAS PROJECT

Delivering jobs, investment 
and energy to NSW

Santos’ Narrabri Gas Project could 
supply up to half of the natural gas that 
NSW homes, businesses and electricity 
generators use every day.

Around 1,200 people will be employed 
during construction, with 200 ongoing 
positions and many more indirect 
jobs created with local contractors, 
suppliers and service providers.

Royalties in excess of $1.6 billion 
will be generated over the life of the 
Project and a $160 million Community 
Bene� t Fund will ensure support for 
regional infrastructure programs, 
community initiatives and events.

Focussed in areas of the Pilliga zoned 
for natural gas development, the 
Narrabri Gas Project can safely deliver 
a clean, reliable source of energy with 
minimal impact on the environment, 
agriculture and local communities.



Untamed.
The all new CLA. 

The Mercedes-Benz CLA has been unleashed and it’s unlike anything you  
have ever seen before. Athletic lines and a taut profile accentuate a muscular 
body and a deep, dark personality. Its diamond grille and bi-xenon headlamps 
cut through the night while its determined and aggressive aerodynamics  
provide unrivalled performance. Experience the untamed CLA for yourself  
at Peel Valley Motors if you dare.

www.mbtamworth.com.au
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PEEL VALLEY MOTORS - 97 GUNNEDAH RD TAMWORTH   |   PH 6768 3110   |   www.mbtamworth.com.au
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